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Answer ""or;:f*:,ilt:ffs in about

' 1,. What is meant by functional organization?

. Describe its merits and demerits. How can it
be made success? 4+t2+4=2O

2. What is rireant by role conflict? What are tlre
causes of role conflict? Discuss the methods
to avoid suctt conflict 6+8+6=20

3. What do you mean by industrial relation?
State the factors affecting industrial relation.

' What are the prerequisites for successful
industrial relation programme? 4+8+8=20
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Why do we need informal organization?
How does informal organwation affect the
functioning of formal orgarLrzation? 10+1O=20

What is industrial dispute? What are the
essentials of a dispute to become an
industrial dispute? Discuss the impact of
industrial disputes. 4+$+3=29

.t

6. State the , chalacteristics of classical
organrzalion theory. Discuss the relationship 

1'

between ,, scientific management and
administrative management approaches of
classical organization theory.

7. Explain the concept of workers' participation
. in management- State the factors that
influence the need for workers' participation
in management realised by the employer.
Enumerate also the objectives of workers'
participation in management. 4+$+$=29

8. What is bqganir.atron environment? How is it
relevant for organization stnlcture? 10+10=20

9. Explain the essential conditions for the
success qf 'collective bargaining'. Whdt

red under thefunctions are, ,:fe, :be perforrr
: coilective b*g"ining in preventing end

settling industrial dispute,, and' maintaining
industrial peace? 10+ 1O=20
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10. what do you understand by recognisation- of Trade Unions? What are the privileges

Unions? 1 O+ 1 O=20

11. State the main objectives behind State
regulation of wages. Discuss the principles to- 
be followed in wage administration. 10+10=20

L2. Write short notes on tJre following :

(a) Organwational development

(b) Line and staff relationship

(c) Varoom's expectancy theory of '

motivation

(d.) Public sector undertakings
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Answer anA flve questions in about
150 words each

13-, Define morale. Describe the factors affecting
morale. 4+4=g

L4. What is goal succession? Und.er what
circumstances it may take place? 3+5=g
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15. "Planning without control is meaningless and ;

control without planning is a waste.'l , '

Discuss. I

z'' F
behaviour {n a organization. - =8

:

L7. Explain the functions of Trade Union in
India.' 

' ' 8
a

18. What are the causes of absenteeism in
industry?- 8

':
19, Discuss the sittratiohs under which project \

organization is suitable. I 
I

20,. State ' the provisions on minimum and
maximum bonus under the PaYment of
Bonus Act, 1965: 8
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